Janet H. Johnson enjoyed a short trip to Tucson in spring 2004 to participate in the Annual Meeting of the American Research Center in Egypt, where she serves as the Oriental Institute representative to the Board of Governors. Her article “Sex and Marriage in Ancient Egypt” appeared in the festschrift in honor of Egyptian scholar Fayza Haikal. The article she coauthored with Thomas Dousa and François Gaudard, senior students on the Demotic Dictionary Project staff, “P. Berlin 6848, a Roman Period Temple Inventory,” appeared in the festschrift honoring the German scholar Karl-Theodor Zauzich. She also continued her work on the Demotic Dictionary Project and the online electronic readingbook of Middle Egyptian (METEOR; see separate reports). She served as outside reader for a dissertation submitted to the University of Leiden and regretted not being able to accept the invitation of the university to go to Leiden to participate in the dissertation defense.